Swarm Intelligence algorithms are computational intelligence algorithms inspired from the collective behavior of real swarms such as ant colony, fish school, bee colony, bat swarm, and other swarms in the nature. Swarm Intelligence algorithms are used to obtain the optimal solution for NP-Hard problems that are strongly believed that their optimal solution cannot be found in an optimal bounded time. Travels Salesman Problem (TSP) is an NP-Hard problem in which a salesman wants to visit all cities and return to the start city in an optimal time. This article applies most efficient heuristic based Swarm Intelligence algorithms which are Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Bat algorithm (BA), and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm to find a best solution for TSP which is one of the most well-known NP-Hard problems in computational optimization. Results are given for different TSP problems comparing the best tours founds by BA, ABC, PSO and ACO.
INTRODUCTION
Swarm Intelligence algorithms are computational intelligence techniques studies the collective behavior in decentralized systems (Almufti, 2015) . Such systems are made up of a population of simple individual's agents interacting locally with each other and with the environment around themselves (Almufti, 2015) . This paper focuses on the comparative analysis of most successful methods of optimization techniques inspired by Swarm Intelligence (SI): Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Bat Colony Optimization (BA), and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) for solving one of the most well-known NPHard problems which is called Travels Salesman Problem (TSP) (Almufti, 2015) , (Andrej Kazakov, 2009 ).
OVERVIEW OF SWARM INTELLIGENCE ALGORITHMS
Swarm intelligence(SI),which is an artificial intelligence (AI) field, is concerned with the designing of intelligent interactive multi-agent systems that cooperate to gather to achieve a specific goal. Swarm intelligence is defined by Dorigo M as "The emergent collective intelligence of groups of simple agents" ( Li, Y.: 2010) . Swarm-based algorithms are inspired from behaviors of some social living beings (insects, animal, and bacteria's) in the nature, such as ants, birds, bats, bees, termites, and fishes. The most remarkable features of swarm systems are Self-organization and decentralized control that naturally leads to an emergent behavior in the colony. Emergent behavior is an interactive property that emerges a local interaction among all system components (agents) and it is not possible to be achieved alone by any agent in the system (Almufti, 2015) . In computer science there are many algorithms that are designed as an inspiration of real collective behavior systems in the nature, swarm intelligence algorithms includes Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Artificial Immune System, Bat algorithm, Bacterial Foraging, Stochastic diffusion search, Glowworm Swarm Optimization, Gravitational search algorithm, Cat Swarm Optimization, and other optimization algorithms (Almufti, 2015) .
organization and stigmergy (e.g., Fig. 1 ). (Almufti,2015) . The Bat algorithm is a natural inspired metaheuristic algorithm for global optimization problems (Shi YH, Eberhart RC, 1998) . It was inspired by the echolocation behavior of microbats, with varying pulse rates of emission and loudness (Shi YH, Eberhart RC, 1998) , (Yang, X.-S. 2010 ). The Bat algorithm (BA) was developed by the scientist (Yang, X.-S. 2010 ). Artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) is a natural inspired metaheuristic optimization algorithm based on the intelligent foraging behavior of honey bee swarm, proposed by the scientist Karaboga for solving combinatorial optimization problems (Marco Dorigo, Thomas Stu, 2004) . Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population based optimization algorithm developed by Eberhart and Kennedy as an inspired by bird flocks' behavior when searching for food (Altringham J. D., Bats, 1996) . The travel salesman problem (TSP) which is an NP-hard problem that is impossible to find the optimal tour with in an optimal time has been studied extensively over the past several decades. In this paper ACO and PSO are used to find the solution of TSP (Altringham J. D., Bats, 1996) .
NP-HARD PROBLEM
Non-deterministic Polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) problems are those problems that are impossible to obtain their optimal solution within a polynomial bounded computation time (Karaboga D. 2007 ).
Generally the methods for solving real-life optimization problems are belonging to one the following categories: complete approach or approximate approach. Complete approach requires exponential time (long execution time) for solving NP-hard problems; on the other hand the approximate approaches are divided in to two search approaches, population-based search and single-based search. Both population-based search and single-based search are focusing on obtaining a relatively good solution in a relatively less time (short execution time) instead of finding an optimal solution which is not easy to compute and have a long execution time (Karaboga D. 2010) . Using exact algorithms for NP-hard problems are not preferable, because they takes unbounded (long) time to execute, for this reason researches often use approximates methods, which tries to obtain a near optimal solution for NP-hard problems in a significantly short bounded time (Kennedy J., Eberhart R. 1995).
INTRODUCTION TO TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM (TSP)
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) was first proposed by the scientist K. Menger in 1932. Since then, it has been a case of study to many researchers. It is one of the wellknown intensively studied problems in optimization and evaluations problems and is used as a benchmark for many optimization methods (Basic J. 2012) , (Dorigo M., Maniezzo V., A. 1996) .
TSP is an NP-hard problem in combinatorial optimization (Almufti, 2015) . The travelling salesman trays to visit all stations (cities) in a map and return to the start station (city) without visiting any station (city) twice, the best tour is the shortest tour among all possible tours (Dorigo M., Maniezzo V., A. 1996) . The length of the optimal tour of TSP problems can be found as shown below.
Where p is a probability list of cities with minimum distance between city (pi and pi+1) (Almufti, 2015) .
PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO)
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm concept roots from the social behavior of organisms such as fishing schooling bird flocking, it was first introduced by , (Hochbaum, S. 1997) and is widely used to solve computational problems. PSO particles cooperate between themselves as one group to achieve their goal efficiently and effectively. PSO simulates this social behavior as an optimization tool to solve some optimization problems and NP-Hard problems such as Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) (Almufti, 2015) . PSO 
BAT ALGORITHM (BA)
Bat algorithm (BA) is a population based metaheuristic algorithm proposed by Yang in 2010 for solving continuous optimization problems (Yang, X.-S. 2010 ). The basic BA algorithm is bio-inspired metaheuristic on the bio-sonar or echolocation characteristics of bats. In nature, bats release ultrasonic waves to the environment around it for the purposes of hunting or navigation. After the emission of these waves, it receives the echoes of the waves, and based on the received echo they locate themselves and identify obstacles in their ways and preys. Furthermore, each agent in swarm is capable of finding the most "nutritious" areas or moving towards a previous best location found by the swarm (Shi YH, Eberhart RC, 1998) . Bat algorithm has showed grate efficiency in finding solution in continuous optimization problems (Yang, X.-S. 2010 ). This article, have adapted BA for to find solutions for travelling salesman problem (TSP), which is one of NP-hard problem in combinatorial optimization (Shi YH, Eberhart RC, 1998 Rank the bats and return the current best bat of the population;
Equations for Generating new solutions
ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY (ABC)
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is one of the most recent swarm intelligence algorithms. It was proposed by Dervis Karaboga in 2005 for solving multi-dimensional and multi-modal optimization problems. (Marco Dorigo, Thomas Stu, 2004) . ABC algorithm is inspired from the intelligent, interactive and foraging behavior of real honey bees in searching for food sources "nectar", and announcing other bees in the nest about the information of food source (Rao RS, Narasimham SVL, 2008), (Reinelt, 1991) . In the bees nest each agent store the information of the previously visited food source area in her memory and searches for a new better food source, if the nectar (fitness) of the new solution (food source) is greater than the previous one, then the agents bee forgets the old source and store the information of the new source.
In order to apply ABC to TSP problem, a food source corresponds to a feasible tour. Also, the nectar amounts of a food source represent the quality of the solution tour. Firstly, a random set of food sources are generated by agents' bees. Then, the nectar (fitness) of the visited food sources are calculated as an objective function. As a result, the quality of the initial solutions is evaluated (Sahni, S. & Gonzalez, 1976 The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a heuristic algorithm inspired from the behavior of real ant in finding the shortest way to a source of food (Bonabeau E, Dorigo M, Theraulaz G. 1999 (Almufti, 2015) , (Basic J. 2012 
